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In this land of temperate climate, from which our online magazine is distrib-
uted, we are reminded every three months of the continuum of nature with its
subtle changes and, in the month of May, of the refreshment of promise.

The words attributed to Solomon come to mind:

For lo, the Winter is past, the rain is gone, the flowers appear on the earth, the
time of the singing birds is come and the voice of the turtle dove is heard in our
land.

Perhaps when compared with the rapidity of growth that characterizes the
tropics, the wait for blooms of May seems long indeed.  It is well that we
remember that all that is old becomes new again.  And, we should be aware
that the ancient word, zamir, associated with singing is one that also connotes
the work of pruning so that nature should flourish.  Zamir in its variant forms
is used in the original text quoted above.  There is no refreshment then without
work.

The perspective of GCA has been through the lens of its multiethnic cultural
blending, always. This edition features articles that are uniquely Guyanese.
The topics of the essays include Indian Arrival Day, the Chinese contributions
to the community and a take on the blending of ethnic groups.

The mission of GCA is reflected in the consistent and ultimately successful
push for a National  Award to Wordsworth MacAndrew.  The comments
attached to the announcement in these pages speak to the pride the community
takes in this recognition even though the award is posthumous.  Indeed, his
honor during his lifetime came also in the reaction to his compositions.  For,
who does not remember the shivering delight of an audience to any rendering
of his preeminent Ole Higue?  Paloma Mohamed-Martin, a scholar, wordsmith
and an academic  of no mean order, and a GCA associate, is a National Award
Honoree also.  And her poem in praise of Wordsworth MacAndrew appears in
this edition.  GCA acknowledges the contributions of all of our compatriots,
who were honored on May 26, 2015, to the Guyanese plain.  You have done us
and you do us proud.

Our pride is seen in our commitment to a concretizing of our bases.  The
reminders, via the articles you will read in the following pages, of our ingenu-
ity, respect for the work of our hands and the provenance of Nature serve to
refresh our roots.

Starting three years ago, through its Annual Symposium, GCA has been explor-
ing and quantifying  the details of “Who We are, Where are We Going and
What Can We Become.  Read the essay by Vibert Cambridge, current GCA
President, for an update on the discourse and the significance of GCA’s interro-
gation in this spring of 2015. 

And, when you are done please make a note to join us in our cultural delibera-
tions and displays through as many as possible of our events this Season.  Our
theme remains, We Bridgin’.

Let us make May a positive.  Join us.  Enjoy this magazine.

With the best of wishes,

Juliet Emanuel

May Editor

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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GUYANA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION 
OF NEW YORK, INC.

COMMEMORATING THE INAUGURATION OF
THE 8TH. EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT OF THE 

CO-OPERATIVE OF GUYANA,

DAVID ARTHUR GRANGER
Guyana Cultural Association of New York Inc. on-line Magazine
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4 SALUTE TO

Wordsworth McAndrew A.A. 
THE ELDER STATESMAN OF
GUYANESE FOLK CULTURE, 
THE PILOT INTO OUR FOLK

RECIPIENT OF THE GOLDEN  ARROW OF
ACHIEVEMENT-A.A. (Posthumous)
For long, dedicated and outstanding service to 

Guyana, especially for his research 
and celebration of Guyana’s cultural heritage 

and as a broadcaster.
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GUYANA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION 
OF NEW YORK, INC.

We pledge to uphold his virtues and continue his work to 
propagate and promote Guyanese folk heritage through the 
Guyana Folk Festivals & The Guyana Arts & Cultural Center. 

CONGRATULATIONS WORDSWORTH McANDREW, A.A.

a national treasure, a
man who dedicated his
life to creating, collecting,
preserving, and 
celebrating Guyanese
folk life

TRIBUTES:
Mac started me off on a journey that has been
fascinating and refreshing! In this journey, I
have met with our majestic myth figures - Old
Higue and Moongazer, Dutch Jumbie and
Coolie Jumbie, Massacuraman and Kainaima,
Firebun and Bacco. Mac opened up Guyana's
mythscape and helped us to understand that
our myths carry many levels of meaning.
They tell about our fears and gives us a snap
shot into life in past times. Mac helped us to
see our common humanity in the "rago" and
the "ustaf." He gave us a vocabulary that has
helped to make clear the difference between
"typee" and "totelotipo." The thing about Mac
is that he has done it with deliberate simplici-
ty! 

Vibert Cambridge 

There should be a street or a tree or even a
rumshop named for him. His very name
WORDS WORTH describes him well. His
words were well worth the listening.

Ken Corsbie

In Gang Gang, Eusi Kwayana identified
McAndrew as one of the Guyanese who
helped to give Guyanese creolese
respectability on the air.
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CONGRATULATIONS 

Dr. Paloma
Mohamed

RECIPIENT OF
THE GOLDEN
ARROW OF

ACHIEVEMENT, A.A.
For her extensive and 

exceptional contributions in
education and culture at the

national and 
international levels.

TRIBUTE TO MAC
by Paloma Mohamed A.A.
Mac was very special to me because I grew up lis-
tening to his voice on  a tape recorder since my
mother was his research assistant and his french
patois translator. I sincerely believe that listening to
his tapes over and over again as a small child while
my mom transcribed his field visits seeped into my
subconscious and was the grounding for my love of
folk. I have noted this often but recently wrote
about this in a lyrical autobiography just published
by the Sabga Foundation. Here is the section relat-
ed to MAC...who I loved with a special love.

Grounding
( Paloma Mohamed)
Wordsworth McAndrew, serious Banna[i] !
What he loved, he loved so strong,
and what he rejected, he ejected
right or wrong. 
He worked to document
what only she could understand.
she was the French speaker.
No! No! Mac would say,
No! she spoke The Patios!
Mama’s first job outside of the home,
translating The Patios from  Macs’
tapes on a cassette recorder,
from Ithaca, from Madia, deep in Guyana,
from churches – Little Jones, Kali Mai Puja,
Masquerade, ole Hique, Moon gazer,
Hours and hours  banging on a typewriter,
stopping the tape, rewind – the children calling,
rewind –rice burning—rewind –so tired-
falling asleep –with me , watching the twins,
sitting in the red and white  basket chair,
same one I learned to walk on,
hearing all this – over and over again,
Mama working on Mac’s recordings,
working on my mind! Ah!
what things a child can learn
from just hearing tapes rewind!

From " On Dreams and Terrible Love" Paloma Mohamed, reprinted
from An Excellent Decade , Sabga Foundation, April 2015. all rights
reserved.
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7Rudolph
“Putagee”
Vivierios 
one of the few remaining 

masquerade flautists in Guyana.  
IN APPRECIATION FOR THE

JOY HE GAVE US, 

LET US GIVE THANKS 

TO PUTAGEE WHO IS

CURRENTLY 

RECUPERATING

AFTER AMPUTATION

OF HIS LEG
LET US DO SO WITH OUR

PRAYERS FOR HIS FULL

RECOVERY AND WITH OUR 

CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS

HIS MEDICAL & LIVING

EXPENSES



S
o says, Rudolph “Putagee” Vivierios, one of the

few remaining masquerade flautists in Guyana.

His skill is so rare that he sometimes has to

accompany a majority of masquerade bands partici-

pating in national competitions such as the state-spon-

sored competitions during Mashramani or during the

Original Bad Cow Masquerade Band Competition,

sponsored by the Alphonso family in Charity on the

Pomeroon River during the December masquerade sea-

son.

Putagee is a member of the Golden Arrowhead and

Caricom Queen Masquerade bands.  These Pouderoyen-

based bands, associated with the Blackett family, have

histories that are almost 100 years.

“Putagee” was born in Plaisance—about 53 years ago

and started his masquerade career at the age of 7 with

the Plaisance-based Arrow band.  In this band he start-

ed out as a flat foot flouncer and quickly demonstrated

skills as a boom drummer, a kittle drummer, and a tri-

angle player. 

“Putagee” recalls that in his early days masquerade

bands were known as “Santapee” bands and one of the

characteristics of these bands were the fights that took

place when bands clashed.  In some cases the clashes

could become rather violent.  It was one such clash that

provided “Putagee” with the opportunity to take up the

flute.  Mr. Joshua Taylor a legendary flautist with a

Kitty masquerade band got his arm damaged in a

Santapee fight and was unable to play the flute any

longer.  He took “Putagee” under his wing and taught

him scales, technique, and repertoire.  

“Putagee’s” masquerade career has spanned the late-

colonial era and the post-independence era and he is in

a position to offer a comprehensive view on the state of

art form.  His story is populated with masquerade leg-

ends such a Lionel Blackett, Joshua Taylor, Boysie Sage,

Bundarie, and the experts who “danced cow.”  

As a masquerader who has performed in all the aspects

of the art form, his stories emphasize the importance of

masquerade’s musical repertoire.  Masquerade’s reper-

toire is multi-dimensional.  As “Putagee” points

out…there is the music of arrival…this sequence usually

accompanied with a “toast” extends seasonal greetings

and best wishes to the “host.”  Masqueraders are sensi-

tive to the ethnicity and musical tastes of their hosts—

so, it would not be strange for a masquerade-flavored

version of “Sohani Raat” to be played for Indo-

Guyanese hosts.  The receiving of the “gifts” from the

hosts allows flat foot flouncers to excel in their various

routines—from Donkey Parade, Scottish Highlander,

culminating with the Stumble…each routine requires a

different melody, rhythm, and tempo—here the boom,

kittle, triangle, flute (and back-in-the-day mouth

organ/harmonica) have their specific roles.  The flute

man’s thrilling would encourage the Mad Cow as it “dis-

played” and “railed.”  As Putagee said, “Masquerade is a

sweet piece of music.”

Putagee’s story of his life in masquerade provides

insightful observations of the positive and sometimes

negative consequences of state engagement with the art

form.  In this sphere he singles out the work of the

National School of Dance which has “captured” mas-

querade’s dance vocabulary and the efforts of the

Pilgrim brothers (Frank and Billy) in helping to give the

art form the respect it deserves.

Putagee is concerned about the future, especially the

survival of masquerade music.  His efforts to teach the

flute have not been as successful as he hopes.  One

hopes that masquerade technique will be incorporated

in the curricula of the recently established National

School of Music.

In Rudolph “Putagee” Vivierios –Masquerade Lives! 

“Masquerade
is a sweet 
piece of 
music….”
(Rudolph “Putagee” Vivierios, 
Plaisance, June 23, 2012)

Vibert C. Cambridge & Maggie Lawrence
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GIVE GENEROUSLY
TO THE 

Rudolph
“Putagee”
Vivierios

Fund
Mail to

The Guyana Cultural Association 
of New York, Inc.
1368 E89 Street, 

Brooklyn, NY 11236

Make check payable to 

The Guyana Cultural Association 
of New York, Inc.

Subject: Putagee Health Fund

100%  OF DONATIONS  

WILL GO TO THE

“PUTAGEE HEALTH

FUND” 

TO DEFRAY 

MEDICAL, &

LIVING EXPENSES 
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10 WHO ARE WE?

Vibert Cambridge

GUYANA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION 

OF NEW YORK, INC. ...3-YEAR PROGRAM
“We Bridgin ….” The goal is to develop partnerships in the global

Guyanese community to make Guyana’s collective history accessible to

Guyanese at home and in diaspora during 2016—the 50th 

anniversary of Guyana’s independence.   

T
he 2015 election campaign revealed that politicians
are sometimes willing to use racist mythologies and
stereotypes to get votes from core supporters.

The 2015 campaign also revealed that a majority of
Guyanese rejected that rhetoric and elected a multi-ethnic,
multi-party coalition.

The challenges facing the new government are substantial
and will require the engagement of all Guyanese to resolve
them.  Building and maintaining trust will be necessary for
success.

In 2014, GCA launched a three-year program under the
theme “We Bridgin ….” The goal is to develop partnerships
in the global Guyanese community to make Guyana’s collec-
tive history accessible to Guyanese at home and in diaspo-
ra during 2016—the 50th anniversary of Guyana’s inde-
pendence.   The anticipated program envisions the estab-
lishment of GCA Cultural Center, the launch of a robust
communications infrastructure to support conversations
across global Guyana on matters related to heritage and
creativity, and the December 2016 symposium in Guyana
under the banner “Masquerade Jamboree.”

The 2015 and 2016 Folk Festival seasons will advance this
work.  

This Facebook page was established following the 2013
“Who Are We? Or Imagining Guyana Beyond Indian and
African Politics of Race” symposium.  It is a platform for
conversation and action on three interrelated questions:

• Who are we?

• How can we get along?

• What can we become?

THE PROGRAM:

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF  THE GCA

• GUYANA ARTS & 

CULTURAL CENTER

IN BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

• COMMUNICATIONS 

INFRASTRUCTURE
TO SUPPORT 

CONVERSATIONS ACROSS 
GLOBAL GUYANA 

ON MATTERS RELATED TO 
HERITAGE & CREATIVITY

• THE DECEMBER 2016 

SYMPOSIUM IN GUYANA,
UNDER THE BANNER

“MASQUERADE 

JAMBOREE.”
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Participants of the symposium were of the opinion
that the pervasive ignorance of Guyana’s com-
mon, collective multi-ethnic history and commu-
nally owned reservoir of wisdom, knowledge, and
creativity generated from the many human
encounters that have taken place over more than
3,000 years contributes to:

• The perpetuation of racist myths and
stereotypes that nourish and reinforce ethnic mis-
trust;

• A lack of appreciation of Guyana’s geo-
graphic scope and the diversity of natural
resources;

• The inability to distill and to apply the
spiritual and philosophical wisdom of a common
heritage;

• Maladaptive behaviors—especially physi-
cal, psychological, and legal domination in gover-
nance and inter-personal relationships;

• The inability to develop and to implement
an equitable and sustainable national develop-
ment plan.

A synthesis of the deliberations of the 2013 sym-

posium was released in this White Paper. 

GCA looks forward to 

consolidating and 

growing its partnerships

in Guyana and across

the diaspora to study

and to celebrate the 

commonalities in

Guyana’s heritage.
We look forward to your ongoing support and
participation in Folk Festival 2015. 
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CELEBRATING

INDIAN
ARRIVAL

DAY

On May 5, 1838, a reported 419
Indian laborers, 18 having died
en route, arrived in the then
British Guiana via the 
immigrant ships Whitby and
Hesperus after a hazardous
journey of  112 days of  crossing
the Kala Paani (black water)  

from Calcutta (Kolkata, 
West Bengal), India.

The May 5th 

holiday 

commemorates

the  struggles and 

contributions of  

Indo-Guyanese

toward building

the Guyanese

nation.  
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O
n May 5, 1838, a reported 419 Indian labor-
ers, 18 having died en route, arrived in the
then British Guiana via the immigrant

ships Whitby and Hesperus after a hazardous
journey of 112 days of crossing the Kala Paani
(black water) from Calcutta (Kolkata, West
Bengal), India.
As Yesu Persaud has stated in various media in
relation to the arrival of Indians in Guyana, slav-
ery was abolished in Guyana in 1834 but the slaves
had to serve an apprenticeship of four years which
ended on Aug. 31, 1838. The liberated slaves
worked when they wished and exercised the rights
to work on their own terms. This behavior of the
freed enslaved caused tremendous problems for
the owners of the plantations which led to the
imports of labor from various other countries such
as Maderia, China, Malta, Germany and Ireland.
However, as Persaud has noted, the “mortality
rate was high” among these newer arrivals to the
colony.
Persaud has remarked that looking towards India,
the recruiters held out deceitful promises of “easy
work, good working conditions and high wages.”

The laborers were also promised that at the “end
of their indentureship”, which was for a period of
five years, they would return to India as “well-to-
do men and women with their return fare being
paid for by their employers.”
Soon after their arrival in Guyana, these inden-
tured Indian laborers, who were a tad bit better off
than the slaves, were immediately dispersed to the
various estates to work on the sugar plantations,
which were left vacuumed by the African slaves.
Disguised as indentured laborers, the new slaves
were restricted to the confines of the plantation
they were assigned to, as traveling between one
plantation and another required exemption pass-
es.  
In 1917, transportation of indentured Indian
immigrants (1838-1917) ended with approximate-
ly 70,000 of the 239,000 who arrived in Guyana,
returned to India.  “Many had died on the colony,
never to see their homeland again but many also
stayed on to build a new life in Guyana.” Persaud
has publicly remarked. Not only did the East
Indian people bring their long established culture
and ancient religion with them but also their spirit
of perseverance and resilience that enabled them
to survive the brutal 112 days sea journey and
numerous hardships of their five years indenture-
ship on the plantations.  To the present day, their
survival spirit is still alive among the descendants
who continue to make a significant contribution in
every phase of life.
In 2004, the then President Bharrat Jagdeo
declared May 5th an official national holiday in
Guyana. The holiday commemorates the struggles
and contributions of the Indo-Guyanese toward
building the Guyanese nation.  May 5th’s designa-
tion came about as a result of the dedicated efforts
of the Indian Arrival Committee (IAC), a non-
profit, NGO that was formed in 2003.  IAC “pro-
motes Indian Culture and deals with issues and
concerns of persons of Indo-Guyanese origin
regardless of their religious and political back-
grounds,” stated IAC member Aditya Persaud .  

The first Indian Museum was launched in Guyana
in the month of May, 2012

INDIAN 
ARRIVAL DAY
Not only did the East Indian people

bring their long established culture

and ancient religion with them, but

also their spirit of perseverance and

resilience that enabled them to 

survive the brutal 112 days sea 

journey and numerous hardships of

their five years indentureship on the 

plantations.  To the present day, their

survival spirit is still alive among the

descendants who continue to make a

significant contribution in every

phase of life.
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Alexander Alexander
Alexander had become acquainted with

many Indians who were having a difficult

life. In 1896, with what money he had, he

opened the first Soup Kitchens in

Kingston, on Broad Street and on America

Street to provide meals and subsequently

opened a night shelter for the homeless to

sleep, at a cost of a penny a  night. He

also leased the Sugar Estate Manager’s

house at La Penitence and set up a Home

and a School.

Today, many poor, destitute and homeless persons in
Georgetown sleep at nights on cardboards on the con-
crete pavements adjacent to stores.

It is not the first time that it has happened. It occurred
many years ago. And one man, a Scotsman, dedicated
his life, at that time to making life easier for them. His
name was most peculiar. It was Alexander Alexander.

Alexander Alexander was born in Scotland. Fed up with
life there, he decided to seek his fortune and future in
one of the many British colonies. He chose British
Guiana. 

In the 1800s, there were many opportunities for good
jobs on sugar estates and in public administration.
Sugar was the main industry and economic activity in
British Guiana.

Alexander Alexander obtained a good job as the
Manager of a factory at a sugar-cane plantation at
Aurora, Essequibo. Although he held a senior position,
for one reason or another he was not very happy. After
five years, he took his long vacation leave and returned
to Scotland. While there, he became infatuated with and
decided to join the Salvation Army, a charitable organi-
zation devoted to helping the poor, destitute and needy
in the London slums. 

He returned to British Guiana and resumed his job at
Aurora. It was a shock but delight to everyone to see
him on the job wearing his blue Salvation Army uni-
form. He resigned in 1896 to dedicate his life and ener-
gies to helping the poor, the destitute and the homeless.

During the time he had worked on the sugar estate, he
developed a special concern for immigrants from India.
The first of indentured immigrants arrived in British
Guiana on 5 May 1838. Alexander had become
acquainted with many Indians who were having a diffi-
cult life. First of all, work was not available for every-
one, and when it was not, they went to Georgetown in
search of employment, slept on pavements and cooked
there as well.

Alexander, decided to do something about it. With what
money he had, he opened the first Soup Kitchen in
Kingston to provide meals. Each meal cost a penny.
Meals were substantial and included roti and dhal.
Coffee was also available and sold for a cent a pint. It
was also sold on carts which traveled around the city
daily. Some 90 gallons of coffee were sold daily. He sub-
sequently opened a night shelter for the homeless to
sleep at a cost of a penny a night.

The pavement people were at first suspicious and had to
be practically forced to make full use of the services
Alexander provided.

The Scotsman became a changed man as well. He gave
up his European clothes, began wearing a dhoti and
walked around bare feet. He changed his name to
Ghurib Das (servant of the poor) and  earned the nick-
name “Coolie” Alexander. He also became a vegetarian. 

In due time. Soup Kitchens and Shelters were also set
up on America Street and on Broad Street. It is believed
that Alexander later donated all to the Salvation Army
which by then was firmly established in Georgetown. He
also leased the Sugar Estate Manager’s house at La
Penitence and set up a Home and a School.

The Salvation Army was at that time divided into two
Divisions - a West Indian Division and an East Indian
Division. Captain Teckleperry headed the former.
Alexander Alexander, aka Ghurib Das or “Coolie”
Alexander, was in charge of the latter. 

The man from Scotland made a significant contribution
to the plight of many Indians, who had migrated to
British Guiana or were family members of indentured
Indians. 

CELEBRATING

INDIAN 
ARRIVAL DAY
Peter Halder
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THE CHINESE OF HOPETOWN:

THE CHARCOAL HOPETOWN EXPERIMENT
Indentured Chinese workers first came to British Guiana from the south coast of China in 1853.
Relatively few in number, the Chinese became the most acculturated of all the descendants of inden-
tured workers. The Chinese language and most Chinese customs, including religion, disappeared.
There were no clans or other extended kinship organizations, and soon most Chinese did not trace
their ancestry beyond the first immigrant, because a significant number of the Chinese men formed
inter-racial unions with locals of different ethnic backgrounds. 

Like the Portuguese,  a number of Chinese did re-sign for a second and even a third 5-year period of
indenture but once they saw a potential opportunity for better economic prospects they left estate
labor, venturing mainly into shop-keeping. Other Chinese engaged in farming and pioneered wetrice
production, using techniques they brought from China. 

However, the Hopetown experiment temporarily filled a vacuum and their success in the charcoal
business laid the foundations of their challenge to the Portuguese. Hopetown is 2 miles up, on the left
bank of the Kamuni Creek which is a tributary on the left bank of the Demerara River, 22 miles up,
near to Timehri.

It was a large, successful Chinese settlement established by the Court of Policy in 1865 under a
Chinese missionary from Singapore, O Tye Kim. By 1874, there were 800 persons living in
Hopetown.

The main occupation was the making of charcoal and shingles which they sold in a shop in
Georgetown. When it became difficult to get wood for the charcoal business, many Chinese settled in
the Charlestown district of Georgetown thereby creating a thriving Chinatown area. 

Nowadays, there is no longer any Chinese living at Hopetown, a once flourishing Chinese community.

THE CHINESE
CAME TO GUYANA 

MAY, 1853
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GUYANA LAND OF THE  RAINBOW COLORS
LAND OF SIX RACES & THE
MIXED RACE:
DE DOUGLA BOY, DE BUFFIANDA GIRL & BAATCHA (BLACK &
CHINESE WITH AN EAST INDIAN CALL NAME)

A rainbow is an optical phenomenon that causes a
spectrum of light to appear in the sky when the sun
shines on to droplets of moisture in the Earth’s atmos-
phere.  The normal human eye envisions seven distinct
rainbow color sequences - red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo and violet. These seven colors are synony-
mous to the seven races/ethnic groups in Guyana. Alas!
Many would argue that Guyana has six races, namely,
Amerindians, Africans, East Indians, Portuguese,
Chinese, and Europeans. In this article I venture to
explain a seventh race that is prominent, but not gener-
ally talked about. Because of the great mixture of living
standards, comraderie and love in Guyana a cosmopoli-
tan and multinational “mixed race” emerge in many

variations.
In conversation, a Guyanese may say, “Who yuh talking
bowt, I in know he?” and the response: “yuh know de
fella man, de light skin brown boy from Kamarang?”
Skin color is generally used to describe the individual.
For example, Afro-Guyanese – de dark skin boy or de
brown skin girl. East Indian - de light skin Indian boy
or de fair skin girl or de Madrassi looking boy. Mixed
races represent another category. De dougla boy; de
light skin or dark skin dougla boy; de dougla boy wit de
lil saf’ hair. Afro Guyanese and Amerindian - de buf-
fianda boy; de dark skin buffianda boy; de light skin
buffianda girl are examples.

Romesh Singh
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The mixture of Portuguese and African offers
another interesting set of descriptions:- de red boy
or de light skin or dark skin red boy; or de high
color red lady. There are those with a combination
of Amerindian, African and Portuguese referred to
as de Brazilian looking fella, light skin or dark
skin or red looking Brazilian. Chinese and African
mix:- De Chinee-ish black boy, de black boy like e
gat a lil Chinee in e.

When uncertain, “light skin or dark skin
Guyanese fella” will do. East Indians have various
definitions:- de fair skin boy, de dark skin boy, de
brown skin, de black skin boy. In a serious discus-
sion, such as marriage, one hears another defini-
tion:- a Chatri boy, a Brahmin boy, a Ahir boy a
Chamar boy. If a Brahmin boy is discussed, one
hears about a prappa Brahmin. i.e. one that is veg-
etarian and who observes rituals, a Narayan,
Prashad, Doobay, from a lower order of Brahmin
or what is known locally as a Pork Maraj, one who
eats beef or pork, drinks rum and seem not to rec-
ognize any of the Hindu precepts.

There are others twhom we find difficult to deter-
mine the racial mix. For example, my friend's
father was a German soldier who married an East
Indian woman.  His children were known as dem
potagee or dem light skin East Indian boys.
French and Dutch Europeans somehow married
local women and settled in the village. 

According to the 1992-93 Census report, the esti-
mate of the mixed population was 7.1% or 50,554
persons. However, the census of 1999 gave an
estimate of 17.6% or 127,628 persons. These fig-
ures indicate a growth of 2.5 times within a 7 year
period, something that is physically impossible.
The reasons for this may be due to the unreliabili-
ty of the data obtained n 1992 and 1999. Perhaps
the respondents may have been more inclined to
define themselves as Negro/Black in 1992 and
that perception may have changed in 1999.

Apart from the official figures, we sometimes find
ourselves quite perplexed in trying to figure out
the racial mix in the society. For example, a few
years ago I had a discussion about poverty with an
Amerindian, a Chinese/Black and East Indian.
The Chinese/Black exclaimed, "we Buck people
gat fuh stick together befoe we can make any
progress". I was surprised and said “Baatcha!
(Black/Chinese had an East Indian call name) yuh
father was a Chinese, yuh in gat no Amerindian in
yuh!" Baatcha smiled and continued with his
speech.

So the next time yuh meet a Guyanese, doh con-
fuse yuself trying to figure out what is his race,
whether he is a Black, Indian, Bufianda,
Santantone or any other, yuh brain gun get knot
up. It is perhaps best to view the person as
“Guyanese” and nothing else. Just remember de
motto: “One People, One Nation, One Destiny.”

GUYANA LAND OF THE
RAINBOW COLORS
LAND OF SIX
RACES & THE
MIXED RACE:
DE DOUGLA BOY, DE 
BUFFIANDA GIRL & BAATCHA
(BLACK & CHINESE WITH AN
EAST INDIAN CALL NAME)

Romesh Singh
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ST. STEPHEN’S LUTHERAN CHURCH AUDITORIUM

JULY 6 -AUGUST 13, 2015
2806 NEWKIRK AVENUE & E28 STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11226

FOR INFO. TEL: 718 209 5207
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Artsin the Community

CARIBBEAN HERITAGE
SUMMER WORKSHOP

GUYANA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK INC./GUYANA FOLK FESTIVAL
IN COLLABORATION WITH NY CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS MATHIEU EUGENE & JUMAANE WILLIAMS & MATERIALS FOR THE ARTS 

M
U

S
IC

THE SUMMER WORKSHOP’S CURRICULUM PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF THEATRICAL AND ARTISTIC WORKSHOPS

FOCUSING ON INTRODUCING SONGS, STORIES, PLAYS, POETRY AND ART FROM GUYANA AND THE CARIBBEAN.

CHILDREN 5-12 YRS OLD: MON.-THURS - 9.00 A.M.-3.00 P.M.

P
O

E
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R
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PASSION AND ENGAGEMENT

GCA CARIBBEAN SUMMER
HERITAGE WORKSHOPS

WE NEED
YOUR 
HELP

Guyana Cultural Association of New York, Inc.
again opens its doors to an age appropriate
variety of experiences through its annual
Summer Workshop Series, an acknowledged
enhancement program.

GCA is offering a training schedule that not
only includes formal training before the pro-
gram begins – on topics such as expectations,
policies and program design – but also mini
sessions and formal mentoring so staff skills
will improve over time.

GCA is gathering together staff, to whom
stipends will be given, from among these cate-
gories:

Teachers for part time summer 

(education) on specific days

Retired teachers

College students in the last years (including
education, special education, sports,  

fine arts, dance, theater, visual arts
majors ) Board members, parents and

neighbors in the community with
special skills are welcome and

encouraged to apply.

CONTACT:
Dr. Juliet Emanuel
jemanuel@bmcc.cuny.edu
718 783 5190

GCA Secretariat - 718 209 5207
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GCA Summer Workshops Series features a 
Leadership Program.

THE FOLLOWING STAFF

POSITIONS ARE OPEN
Camp Director: 1
The Camp Director supervises all aspects of the pro-
gram and is responsible for the daily running of the
workshops.

The Camp Treasurer: 1
The Camp Treasurer collects all fees and with the con-
sent of the Camp Director and GCA Boards dispenses
payments related to the daily expense of the running of
the workshops.
The Camp Treasurer consults with the Camp Director
and reports to the Board.

Assistant Directors: 5
Each Assistant Director works for one week with the
exception of the sixth week when all Directors are
encouraged to return to the program.
His or her major duty is to oversee the workshops in all
areas.
Each workshop set is unique and related to 
the set program.
He or she reports directly to the Camp Director.

Teaching Assistants: 15
Teaching assistants under the direction of the Assistant
director help in the daily running of each workshop.
They report directly to the Assistant Director on duty.

Community volunteers
Community volunteers assist as needed on a daily basis
and according to a scheduled list of duties.

Stipends are determined by the GCA Treasurer.
This program is refunded in part by DYCS 
With the support of NY City Council members 
Mathieu Eugene and Jamaane Williams
The program is also a partnership with 
community groups:  New York Tutorial Support Group,
Tri-State Alliance, Caribbean American Social
Workers.Association (CASWA).

PROGRAM DATES:
Monday, July 6 -  Thursday, August 13, 2015.

Program Venue: 
St. Stephen's Lutheran Church
Auditorium, 2806 Newkirk Ave, 
Brooklyn, NY. 
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THE GUYANA CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK INC.

SUMMER HERITAGE WORKSHOP - REGISTRATION FORM
JULY 6 - AUGUST 13, 2015

St. Stephen’s Lutheran Church Auditorium - 2806 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11226

NAME OF STUDENT .............................................................................................................................

Grade as of September 2014 ................................................

Age (current) .......................................................................

Address ...................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

Other Contact Information: Telephone ..........................................Cell..........................................

Email ......................................................................................................

INTERESTS (Please choose as many modules as you wish)   

#1-Music ................  #2-Arts & Craft ....................  #3-Dance ...................... 

#4-Performance Arts ...................#5-Communication.....................#6-Masks, Kites, Cooking 

demonstrations ...................

(Workshop #6 - GCA's STEM Workshop)  There is a review at the end of each workshop.

HEALTH: Please submit a doctor’s report stating that your child may participate in this camp.

Additional Information:  Does this child have allergies? ............. Yes ................. No ..................

If yes, please list them: ..................................................        ..........................................................

.........................................................     ...................................................     .....................................

EMERGENCY INFORMATION:

Name of parent/caregiver  ..............................................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................................................................

List all contact numbers and email addresses (Please include numbers to be called in an emergency)

Telephone numbers:  ........................................................        ............................................................

Cell phone numbers: ........................................................         ...........................................................

Email Addresses: ..............................................................        ............................................................

Signature of parent/caregiver: .............................................................................................................

Print Name .................................................................................................    Date: ..............................
Please return this form with $5.00 registration fee to GCA Secretariat, 1368 E.89 Street, Fl. 2, Brooklyn, NY 11236

Weekly Workshop fees: $25.00 per child (sliding fees may apply) 

No games, electronic devices of any kind allowed. Children bring their own lunch. 

All materials and snacks provided. One strike rule for all infractions.
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The Guyana Tri-State Alliance, Inc  

Congratulations and best wishes to 
President David Arthur Granger, 

President of  The Cooperative Republic of Guyana and 

Prime Minister & First Vice President  
Moses Nagamootoo

of The Cooperative Republic of Guyana

We thank you for your perseverance for a better Guyana, 

Your call for National Unity warms the heart of all Guyanese, 

and gives us hope and a renewal of  our National Spirit.

We all know that when we stand together we are stronger, 

and we will under your leadership.

Thank you for believing that a better Guyana was possible, 

and in  the transformation of a" divided colony to a united nation"

Sincerely,

Patricia Jordon-Langford

President

Guyana Tri-State Alliance, Inc

(Our motto is "In Unity there is Strength")
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Mother Stella was a simple, yet special mother. All her
children now enjoy solid and happy marriages with no
domestic violence whatsoever. That is one of the great
legacies of Mother Stella. We live in a world in which
domestic violence keeps grabbing the news headlines.
In countries world-wide, many women are victims of
domestic violence. These victims are from all walks of
life.. In more recent times, domestic violence has, and
continues to be part of the national conversation in
many countries, including Guyana. In Guyana, organi-
zations such as Red Thread have been established to
help in the fight against domestic violence. Help and
Shelter are there to give refuge to battered women who
have no where to go when they flee from an abusive
relationship.  

The Domestic Abuse Project of Minneapolis in the
USA, has given a number of reasons why women stay
in abusive relationships. They include; "A woman may
fear her partner's action if she leaves." "A woman may
have concerns about her children." "A woman's person-
al history may have shaped her attitude towards abuse
in relationships." "A woman may be deeply attached to
her partner and hope for change." "Women may be
economically dependent on their partners or their part-
ners may be economically dependent on them." "Some
women are taught that it is their job to maintain the
relationship and support their partners, so they may
feel guilty about leaving or feel they have "failed."
Those and other reasons for Domestic Abuse which
were published by the DAP of Minneapolis, are all
valid. 

However, there is the need for the prevention of
Domestic Violence, before it starts. In steps Mother
Stella of the last century. She comes from a clan of
those who live the concept of "Prevention is better than
cure." All of Mother Stella's children have violence-free
marriages. That is no accident. Mother Stella was a
'single parent' of sorts. Her husband worked in the
Guyana hinterland and as such, she was more often
than not, the sole parent in the home. Her husband was
faithfully at home from his work location in the hinter-
land, every Easter and certainly every Christmas. His
other presence were varied. They could be for a week or
sometimes two weeks. So the children did not see their
hard-working, home provider father every single day of
their young lives. Mother Stella was given some assis-
tance with the rearing of the children by her husband
whenever he was in place.  She appreciated the fact

that her husband
was a good and
faithful provider.
She also appreci-
ated the fact that
whenever her
husband was at
home from his
work in the hin-
terland, he more
than made up as
a father, giving
quality time to
his children for
the absent peri-
ods. At Easter
time father and
children went out

kite flying. At Christmas they went shopping together.
No melodrama about Santa Claus bringing presents for
good little boys and good little girls. None of that.
Daddy was their real-life Father Christmas.

So how did the children of Mother Stella become
spouses who are not physically and mentally abused by
their partners? Simple. The boys were trained from a
very young age, never to hit their sisters or other
female cousins. The girls were instructed never to allow
themselves to be hit. Never. That was the early ground-
ings of the children of Mother Stella, and it has resulted
in the homes of her children being violence-free. There
is a bit more about Mother Stella's success. She trained
her children, both girls and boys, how to spot a poten-
tial abuser. "Listen carefully to their conversations",
she would advise. "Listen to what your boyfriend say
about his sisters and female relatives. Most important-
ly, what he says about his former girl friends", she
would emphasize. The boys were advised to "Keep your
hands off your sisters." No hitting whatsoever was per-
mitted in Mother Stella's home, as she groomed her
children, both boys and girls, that hitting was totally
unacceptable. "Bend the tree while it is young", she
would tell her relatives, friends and neighbours. 

"Bend the tree while it is young."  Is Mother Stella's
approach to preventing Domestic Violence valid?
Should it be included in the over-all fight against this
international scourge?  She is no longer with us, but
Mother Stella's approach to reducing the incidents of
Domestic Violence, has certainly proved to be success-
ful with her own children. So should her recipe, if you
will, be included in the fight against Domestic Violence
in Guyana and beyond? The answer is with all the
stakeholders who have the influence to make it happen.
To ensure that children do not engage in any form of
violence, so that they would not become abusers or vic-
tims of abuse in adult life. "Bend the tree while it is
young."

Mother Stella's Recipe
for abuse-free 
relationships 
Francis Quamina Farrier
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Dr. Laurence Ralph

PROFILE

Anthropologist at Harvard University

RECEIVES CARNEGIE FELLOWSHIP TO RESEARCH THE

IMPACT OF WITNESSING 

GUN VIOLENCE 

AND DEATH ON 

BLACK AND 

LATINO YOUTH
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S
on of Dr. Michael Ralph and Dr. Lynette Ralph for-
mer graduates of Guyana Teachers Training
College, Dr. Laurence Ralph recently won the pres-

tigious Andrew Carnegie Fellowship Award of
US$200,000 to pursue further post doctoral studies in
his field. The Andrew Carnegie Fellowship Award, is
intended to support research in the beleaguered humani-
ties and social sciences. This annual award, one of the
richest of its kind, is popularly known as the ‘genius
award’ and supports a year or two of full-time research
and writing leading to the publication of a book or study.

Laurence Ralph,  an Assistant Professor in the
Departments of Anthropology and African and African
American Studies at Harvard University  will research
the impact of witnessing gun violence and death on black
and Latino youth, with a focus on the City of Chicago. 

He is the author of Renegade Dreams: Living Through
Injury in Gangland Chicago (University of Chicago
Press).

His scholarly work explores how the historical circum-
stances of police abuse, mass incarceration, and the drug
trade naturalize disease, disability, and premature death
for urban residents, who are often seen as expendable.
Theoretically, his research resides at the nexus of critical
medical and political anthropology, African American
studies, and the emerging scholarship on disability. He
combines these literatures to show how violence and
injury play a central role in the daily lives of black urban-
ites. Laurence explored these diverse themes in
Anthropological Theory, Disability Studies Quarterly,
Transition, and Identities: Global Studies in Culture and
Power. 

Laurence earned a PhD Master of Arts degree in
Anthropology from the University of Chicago, and a
Bachelor of Science degree from Georgia Institute of
Technology where he majored in History, Technology
and Society.

PROFILE

Dr. Laurence 

Ralph 
Harvard University Assistant
Professor & son of Guyanese par-
ents wins one of the US most pres-
tigious scholarly awards

Renegade Dreams

Living through Injury in

Gangland Chicago
Laurence Ralph

Published by University of Chicago Press 

US: November 20, 2014 

ISBN: 978-0-226-03271-9 $20.00

UK: November 27, 2014 

256 pages ▪ Paper £14.00

It is no point of pride for Chicagoans that we have

become, over the past few years, an epicenter of inner-

city violence. And it is not without frustration that this

fact has become so much a part of our national identi-

ty. The thing is, the more disastrous the statistics, the

more overwhelmed we seem to become, the more it

seems like the ghetto is actually quarantined, a place

we simply would never go, a place, in short, that isn’t

our problem.

This is precisely the kind of thinking that Laurence

Ralph overturns in Renegade Dreams—a spectacularly

unflinching, honest, yet movingly written account of

the many lives affected by Chicago violence. Immersing

himself day after day among gangbangers, church lead-

ers, drug addicts, AIDS patients, and countless gunshot

victims—bound forever to a wheelchair—he brings the

ghetto front and center, showing us that these places

are communities, deeply damaged but still very much

alive, hanging on despite being forgotten or lost in

spectacle. Through this simple concept—living through

injury—he uncovers a deep humanity that we all share,

but that people living in places like the West Side of

Chicago exhibit with particular strength: resiliency, a

desire to take one’s injuries—whether physical, social,

or economic—and own them; a desire to make things

better. This is a book of earnest and careful courage,

one that reveals the faces, stories, dreams, hopes, dis-

appointments, and triumphs so often hidden behind

the headlines.
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I
n any contest in
which participants
are competing to

achieve excellence, some-
one has to win and some-
one has to lose. The com-
petition may be fierce,
with a lot of ups and
downs, trials and tribula-
tions, but in the end the
best performer will
emerge triumphant, and
as in the Olympic Games
the victor will receive the
gold Medal of Honor and
distinction. 

However, second placed
competitor would have
no choice but to concede
in accord with the rules
of the competition,
accepting the silver
medal with distinction
and honor as well.  If for
any reason the second
place winner is dissatis-
fied with the umpires, the
referees, the spectators or
the fairness of the contest,
he or she can appeal by
submitting a protest to the
appropriate authorities to
gain redress.

To willfully try to arrest
and challenge the process of a legitimately pronounced
winner may be considered blatantly self-serving, not
playing by the rules. This is particularly essential, given
the fact that prior to entering the competition contes-
tants agreed to abide by the decision of those autho-
rized to make a calculated decision of the outcome.

Despite several attempts and overtures by colleagues,
friends and foes to concede to good sense, reasoning,
fairness and transparency, adamancy and arrogance
encircled and brought dishonor to the contest. As the
late Guyanese sports commentator B.L. Crombie would
reiterate at the end of his sports cast “It is not whether
you win or lose, but how you play the game that mat-
ters.” This sports analogy metaphorically highlights the
events surrounding the historic elections in Guyana on
May 11, 2015.

In numerology, the year 2015 could be added
2+0+1+5=8. David Granger was sworn in as the 8th
President of the Cooperative Republic of Guyana. This
changing of the guard and anticipated transformation
are viewed as necessary to bring about a new paradigm

shift and a new dispen-
sation to the culture of
all Guyanese regardless
of race, ethnicity or
creed.

The Guyana election
fever concluded on MAY
11, when the countdown
came to a sudden halt.
The judges, the umpires,
the referees, the
observers, the volun-
teers, the returning offi-
cers and the voters wit-
nessed the game from
beginning to end for
precision and equality in
every category.
International monitors
including the Carter
Center, the OAS, the
ABC countries com-
mended the electoral

process and the voters
voiced their opinion for
change and progress.

Following a huge voter
turnout, the APNU+AFC
coalition won the elec-
tions. There were few, but
manageable discrepan-
cies reported. The
Guyana Election
Commission (GECOM)

deliberated for five days, which seemed like five years,
with a tense population waiting with baited breath for
the final results.  When APNU+AFC coalition was
declared winner, it was indeed a sobering moment in
our history which cemented the late Dr. Cheddi Jagan‘s
dream of a multi ethnic coalition of togetherness. 

This change is intended to bring unity, trust and recon-
ciliation, and to build Guyana by establishing lasting
relationships and constructive partnerships. The votes
represent the right of the people, and are indeed a com-
ing together to install a unity Government. The coali-
tion requests that all Guyanese who are celebrating the
victory do so respectfully and within the ambit of the
laws of the land and that their overall conduct in the
days ahead should reflect the motto of One People, One
Nation, One Destiny.

CHANGE IS
NECESSARY:
Reflections on Guyana’s Elections

Edgar Henry
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Before getting into the details around May Day, allow
me to take this opportunity to recognize the necessity
for having a Magazine like this One.  On Wednesday,
April 29th  I read an article that was written by an
established Guyanese journalist, and which was pub-
lished in a Daily that is circulated in Guyana and New
York.

That journalist mentioned names of prominent
Guyanese individuals and institutions which were delib-
erately picking out selected parcels of our History and
distorting them, in order to push particular positions on
topics.

General-Secretary of the Guyana Trades Union
Congress, Mr. Lincoln Lewis commenting on that pub-
lished article, emphasized that we had to preserve, and
pass on our history and legacies in non-altered forms.

May Day which is celebrated on May 1st in many cen-
ters of the world, was first celebrated in 1889, via a res-
olution that was adopted at a Conference of Socialist
International and a number of Trade-Unions in Eastern
Europe, held in Paris

May Day is now a public holiday in several centers of
the world and most demonstrators wear the color RED
as an indicator of the blood, sweat and tears that are
associated with workers' daily sacrifices.

The 1889 resolution came about as participants were
looking for a way to commemorate the bombing that
took place at a workers' demonstration at Haymarket,

in Chicago on May fourth, 1886.

Before May Day became associated with demonstra-
tions and marches for increased wages and improved
conditions of employment for workers around the
world, it was first celebrated in several parts of Europe
during the Middle-Ages to mark the departure of spring
and the advent of summer.

Those early European observances mainly took the
form of festivals, bonfires, and plaiting of Maypoles,
because it was felt that gratitude had to be given for
successful pre-spring crops, as well as the (hopeful) suc-
cess of the ones that were going to be planted during
the summer months. The early Europeans lit bonfires
because they felt that fire and smoke offered security
and safety to human beings and their animals.

May Day celebrations came to Guyana in 1926, primari-
ly through the advocacy of 21 year old Hubert Nathaniel
Critchlow, who was closely connected to the then
British Guiana Labour Union.

It is reported that once he learnt about the existence of
trade-unions and their activities in Europe, Critchlow
became fascinated with them, and spent most of his
time (a) studying them; and (b) seeking to establish
trade unions in Guyana and other parts of the
Caribbean.

After Critchlow fell in love with the concept that
Governments played major roles in addressing the con-
cerns and grievances of workers, he sought to encour-
age his trade union colleagues in Guyana and the
Caribbean to form political parties - an affiliation that is
still evident in Guyana and the Caribbean to this day.  It
is through trade union agitations that Universal Adult
Suffrage (originally giving everyone 21 years and older,
the right to vote) was achieved. That voting age has
been lowered to 18 years in Guyana and other parts of
the Caribbean.

THE HISTORICAL 
SIGNIFICANCE 
OF MAY DAY
Carlyle Harry



GETTING 
READY 
FOR 
SUMMER

ENCOURAGE YOUR 
CHILDREN TO DESIGN &
MAKE THEIR 
OWN TOYS
IT WILL ENCOURAGE 
CREATIVITY, 
CHALLENGE 
THEIR  RESOURCEFULNESS  
& STIMULATE THEIR 

INVENTIVENESS

Anyone who has observed children playing with
objects have seen how quickly they can construct
their own stories and play characters on a whim. It
doesn’t take expensive tools or technology – most
often, sticks, cardboard, stickers and randomly 
found objects will do the job.
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32 Today’s top toys for the young ones include video
games, transformers, X-Box, radio controlled heli-
copters etc., all in the pricey $50 to $100 range.
Yesteryear our toys cost us $1.00 to .50 cents,
because they were homemade; scavenged from
discards and wastes around the household.
Those toys, however, provided barrels of fun, the
joy of hands-on creativity that challenged our
resourcefulness, taxed our ingenuity, flexed our
brains, stimulated our inventiveness and engen-
dering youthful pride of achievement. 

Children seem to treasure homemade toys and
games more than new ones (most times), especially
the ones which are kept and handed down from
generation to generations. Who can blame them?
There is history and mystery behind them.

Encourage children to make new memories by
making their own toys instead of buying from a
store.  Most are made from cardboard or wood
(with the help of an adult) with homemade furni-
ture. As for games, you have tons to choose from.
You can make your own yo-yo, jigsaw puzzles, and
the classics such as tic-tac-toe, snakes and ladder,
chess and checkers.

Here are some simple
toys to make:

PAPER SHOOT-

ING SLINGSHOT
To make a slingshot to
shoot pieces of paper,
all you need is wire
(like the type you find
from a wire hanger)
and a rubber band.
Twist the wire as

shown in the picture and make loops at each end
to hold the rubber band. Fold little pieces of
paper, make a target, aim, and shoot. Don't use
anything other than paper and always ask your
parents permission before making toys such as
this.

RUBBER BALL 

BOUNCING BALL
Take a sheet of paper or a
piece of newspaper and wad it
up very tight. This will make a
good center for the ball. Then
wind rubber bands very tightly
around the center, winding

first one way and then the other so as to keep it
round. Colored rubber bands can be used if you
have them—they make a bright colorful ball. The
ball can be made as large as you want, but 11/2
inches in diameter is a good size. This is fun to do.
And you will have lots of fun when you are fin-
ished. You'll be surprised at how high it will
bounce. 

To make this toy spinning top, you will need 1
thread spool, 1 pencil, one 3" diameter cardboard
disc, glue, 1 crayon, and scissors. Firstly, Color
cardboard disc and spool. Glue disc to spool after
making a hole in the center the same size as that
in the spool. Insert pencil through disc and spool
so point is opposite disc. (See sketch.) Now top is
ready to spin!

HOMEMADE 
TOYS

SUMMER HOLIDAYS, FOLK GAMES & FOLK TOYS
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There was a time in Guyana, more particularly when it
was British Guiana, when most boys played marbles, or
pitched marbles, or pitched taw. All those expressions
mean the same thing.  

There were many varieties of taw, but the most popular
in Guyana were one-hole and three-hole taw. The boys
played for buttons – the type sewed on to clothes.
Typically, each player would stake ten buttons, which
were laid out on the ground. In three-hole taw, three
holes would be dug in the yard, at home, at school, in
the street or even in mud somewhere. The holes could
be in a straight line and at some distance from each
other. The challenge was to take your marble or taw,
aim it at the first hole from one side, roll your taw into
it; stand at the second hole and roll your taw into the
third hole; turn around, stand at the third hole and
going back roll the taw into the second hole, and then
into the first hole. The player who could do that would
be a champion and would take away all the buttons at
stake. Problem is, that would be rare. Often, it is diffi-
cult to make the first hole.  

Many factors determined the course of the game. One is
the kind of marble. Sometimes, but rarely, little glass
marbles like those used in checkers were used. There

were other glass marbles twice the size of the checkers
marble or larger. These larger marbles are now collec-
tors’ items. There were also the homegrown marbles
such as the accouri seed, the kuru seed, and the awara
seed – all of them seeds of a palm trees grown mostly in
the interior of the country. Occasionally, there were
also the iron marbles, ball bearings that dads got from
the sugar estate foundry for their boys. These however
could be dangerous.  

The playing area was also a factor. The more level the
land was, the better one could direct the taw. Was the
hole large or small? Was there a gradual slope towards
the hole or was it abrupt? How far apart were the lines?
These were all factors. The most important asset how-
ever was a straight and steady hand.  

During the game, as players tried to get from one hole
to the other, the spectators cheered their favorites and
jeered the others. The game allowed for a player to use
his taw to hit an opponent’s taw as far as possible from
the hole he is trying to reach. The player could also roll
his marble near his opponent’s marble and if it comes
within one hand-span of it, the opponent could be
penalized.  

TAW TIME
PLAYING MARBLES
Silver Torch

SUMMER HOLIDAYS, FOLK GAMES & FOLK TOYS
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There were a few types of one-hole taw. In one of them,
called “bouncing”, a hole was dug near to a tree trunk.
The boys would then keep bouncing the taw against the
tree trunk and catching it, unless they felt that the
bounce would allow it to land perfectly in the hole, in
which case, they would let it fall. If it fell into the hole
they won.  

Jummin’ (pronounced “JOO-min”) was also done. This
is hitting one taw with another. In one instance, one
player’s marble was set up on a mound and the other
player would then aim and, with the swing of the arm,
hit it as hard as possible. Some taws were so hard they
caused the other taws to crack or break apart. Players
would therefore carefully choose the palm seeds they
used and carefully and lovingly dressed them - smooth-
ing the two ends into as near a perfect circle as possi-
ble.  

Gam is another game of taw, often played with the kuru
seed.

In America, boys talked about “shootin' taw.”

Numerous kinds of games were played using marbles,
some of them quite different from the Guyanese games.
It seems that in many parts of the world, boys love to
play marbles.  

When did boys play taw? Whenever they could.
Schoolwork was sometimes left undone and errands
were interrupted or even forgotten because of taw.
Many boys came to grief because they were so
engrossed in the game that they didn’t do what they
should have done. They were jummin’ instead.  

A pastor of a church in New Jersey tells that, as a boy,
he got so caught up with pitching taw that he failed to
get home from the store in time with an item his grand-
mother needed to prepare dinner. She taught him a les-
son. At dinnertime, he uncovered his plate only to find
nothing but two marbles sitting there. It was a painful
reminder that taw time should be the right time. But
boys have always found it hard to remember.

TAW TIME
PLAYING MARBLES
Silver Torch
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ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE/BUSH

MEDICINE

AH GAT ALL DE
CURE FUH YUH
SICKNESS NEEDS. 
AH GAT SASPORILLA,
GRANNY BACK BONE,
DAISY, SWEET BROOM,
LEMON GRASS AND TOYO.
AH GAT KAPADULLA,
CORILLA BITTAS, NENWA,
MINI ROOT, GULLY ROOT,
SAND BITTERS, NEEM,
LOCUS BARK, WOMAN
PIAPA, MAN PIAPA, COW
FOOT, INFORMATION
(Inflammation) BUSH, ST.
JOHN BUSH AND BUUCK
COTTON.

Andrew Jeffrey
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Do you remember August holidays and the “clean-out”
we all endured  just before school re-opened? Senna,
leaves or pods was a ‘must’, Cascara if you were unlucky,
5-Oils:  a nasty mixture of castor, olive, peppermint and
two other oils that should be happily forgotten, followed
by half an orange which your parents 
imagined would ‘make it  taste better?
Guyana and Guyanese can be justifiably proud that
medical science from the more ’developed’ societies has
exploited many of Guyana’s natural resources in the
manufacture of drugs and medicines. Curare is a poiso-
nous substance obtained from the plants of Guyana’s
rainforests, which is used in anesthetics and antidotes
for snakebites.
Guyanese used herbs, flowers, bark, roots and fruits as
bush medicine long before alterative medication became
known to Europe and North America. For colds, dia-
betes, heart ailments, frigidity, blood pressure, and liver
problems – many ailments could be cured using bush

remedies.
It is time that we paid more attention to the medicinal
and other values of our plant materials known and
unknown, and conducted our own research. In these
days of easy communications via e-mail, Facebook,
Linked-in and countless others, we hear constantly of
the newly? discovered uses of what to us are fairly com-
mon plants. Our ancestors knew the value of these
plants decades ago but Western scientists are now re-
discovering these facts and distributing (or otherwise,
since some information was simply kept under wraps)
the information so that manufacturers can profit from
their potions! We are merely the purchasers of the prod-
ucts! How sad!
As our e-mails remind us constantly, quite ordinary
fruits and vegetables have now been found to have med-
icinal value and various parts of these plants are also
sold by the brothers. A few of the more commonly sold
ones are Carilla, Ochro, Parsley, Soursop and Tamarind.

Guyanese and the use of alternative medicine

The fact that almost all Ayurvedic preparations contain
amla or gooseberries is not surprising. This humble fruit
is known to be a rich source of Vitamin C. So much so,
that one small amla has as much Vitamin C as 2 medi-
um oranges. Packed with compounds like polyphenols,
minerals like iron and zinc and vitamins like carotenes
and vitamin B complex, amla can definitely keep a num-
ber of diseases at bay. Here are a few benefits of this
amazing fruit:

Improves immunity: Rich in Vitamin C and polyphe-
nols, amla is a great source of antioxidants. Research
has shown that it has a high content of tannins, which
when combined with polyphenols gives the fruit a
unique free radical scavenging property. This unique
asset helps reduce the damage caused by free radicals on
the body and hence improves the body’s ability to fight
disease.
Protects your heart: Amla is known to reduce cho-
lesterol, and keep heart disease under check. Rich in
fibre and iron, it is very effective in controlling the oxi-
dation of LDL (Low density lipoprotein). Oxidation of
LDL releases free radicals which are known to cause
coronary artery disease, therefore stopping this oxida-
tion is essential for preventing heart disease. Amla also
helps to maintain cholesterol levels by inhibiting the

oxidative properties of a chemical called thiobarbituric
acid (TBA) that induces LDL oxidation. Another benefit
of this wonder fruit is that it prevents arthrosclerosis
(accumulation of plaque in the arteries) thereby protect-
ing you from heart disease.
Controls diabetes and its complications: Research
studies show that the polyphenol- rich fruit actually has
properties that can protect the body from the oxidative
properties of high blood sugar. The same compound is
also effective in preventing the insulin resistance caused
due to a high fructose diet. What this means is that the
fruit can actually assist in the proper absorption of
insulin leading to a drop in blood sugar in diabetics.
Read more about natural ways to control diabetes.
Slows down ageing: The extract of amla is rich in
Vitamin A. This vitamin is essential in collagen produc-
tion, a compound that keeps the skin looking young and
elastic. Amla when consumed on an empty stomach has
properties that slow down the degradation of collagen
and helps the body produce more. Here are more arti-
cles on healthy ageing. 
Improves your sex life: In a recent study, it was
found that the iron content in amla has sperm enhanc-
ing properties. Ayurvedic practitioners suggest, drinking
amla juice once a day helps increase the virility as well
as sexual vigour. Amla has also proven to increase the
motility of sperm and increase sperm production in men
suffering from Oligospermia (a condition where a man
has a low sperm count). Here are some exercises that
can help you to improve your sex life. Incorporate these
lifestyle changes for a better sex life.

GOOSEBERIES/AMLA
AND THEIR HEALTH
BENEFITS
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